
Main features
‧ Supports up to 64 IP channels (16 as standard)
‧ Supports Megapixel IP camera
‧ Supports H.264 compression format
‧ Triple monitor display
‧ Joystick control option
‧ E-map
‧ Instant Playback
‧ Unique GUI recording schedule
‧ Digital PTZ and multi-view
‧ Smart detection of 6 events with 10 instant responses
‧ Counting application
‧ Intelligent playback system with 5 video analytics searches
‧ POS and I/O device integration
‧ Up to 128 Channels  remote live view
‧ Supports transcode and multiple stream profiles
‧ Supports digital watermark
‧ Remote playback, remote backup, I/O control / configuration
‧ cctvX Central Management System
‧ Supports over 37 brands of IP cameras (ONVIF)
‧ Supports mobile client and I-phone browser

Ideal Applications

� Premium DVR surveillance

� Schools, Museums, Banks

� Convenience stores

� Supermarkets

� Commercial premises

� Road and Retail installations

CctvX16IPO00400/2000 DVR
16 Channel IP DVR
400 fps with 2Tb HDD

The cctvX16IP00400/2000 DVR is a huge step
forward into the realms of Hybrid DVR
Technology. Completely expandable in its
architecture it gives you complete freedom to
match the older analogue cameras with the new
World of IP cameras.

Based on a well established ultra reliable platform
the DVR comes with all of the latest features you
would expect in a leading edge ground breaking
DVR.

The base configuration offered is a 16 Channel
IP unit. The IP side is expandable simply by
purchasing more licences to accommodate the
architecture required. The system is
complemented by a meaty 2Tb HDD that can be
expanded as with the rest of the architecture,
making this one of the most flexible and versatile
DVR’s you could ever buy.

The system itself represents the perfect half way
house model to gradually bring your CCTV
systems into IP and all the benefits that
technology brings.

Further integration of POS and applications to
enable mobile phone viewing, the platform offers
huge potential for any client seeking the best of
all worlds from their DVR Technology.

Included in the kit is the PC, 19” LED Monitor and
UPS for power backup.
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Contact us @

CctvX16IPO00400/2000 DVR
16 Channel IP DVR
400 fps with 2Tb HDD


